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Section-A

Q.1. Attempt all parts. AII parts carry equal marks. Write
answer of each part in short. (2x10:20)

(a) Give the difference between supervised and unsu-

pervised learning in artificial neural network.

What is soft computing?

Write benefits of genetic algorithm.

(d) List the various types of soft computing techniques

and Mention some application areas for neural net-

work.

(e) Draw a biological NN and explain the parts.
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(c)
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Consider an auto associative net with the bipolar step

function as the activation function and weights set by

Hebb rule (outer diagonal) where the main diagonal of
the weight matrix is set to zero. Find the weight matrix

to store the vector vl= (1 1 1 1 _1 _1).

What is FLC?

Define mutation.

Use the Hebb rule to store the,vector (1 1 -1 -1) in an

auto associative neural net. Find the weight matrix.

Draw an artiflcial neural network.

Section-B

Q.2. Attempt any five questions from this section.

(t$x5:50)

(a) (i) Let R be a crisp relation among the two sets

X={dolLar, pound, franc, mark} and Y:{United
States, France, Canada, Britain, Germany), which

associates a country with a,currency. Represent it as

a fuzzy relation using 2-dirnensional ,rnefiibership

attay.

(ii) Explain delta rule for pattern association.
t

(b) Mlhat is Siruulated Annealing? What is the structure

of a Sinmlated Annealing Algorithm?

a\
2405tl0s,tzst62s
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(c) How fiilzy logic differs from crisp logic? How rules are

defined in fuzzy rule base system?

(O Which neural network architecture is used for on line
spell checkins? Explain that architecture.

(e) Which is the most comaaon radial basis function? Ex-
plain that function.

Write fuz,zy logic cont-rgl system models,

State the different selection methods in GA.

For the given input vectors s-(S,,s,S3,SJ and output

vectors t:(t,, t2), find the weight matrix using
heteroassociative training algorithm.

S : (S,, Sz, S, SJ t - (tt, tz)

1(t010)
tr(1100)
m(1110)
rv(1 0 0 0)

(0

(e)

(h)

(1, 0)

(1, 0)

(0, 1)

(0, 1)

Sectior-C

Note: Attempt any two questions from this section. (15x2:30)

Q3. (a) Consider four trave! packages offered by Thomas Cook,

Club Mahindra, World around, and HimalayaTravels.
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We want to choose ol1e. Their costs are IhiR 100,000,

INR 200,000 , IhlR 150,000 and I NR 175,000. Their

travel time in hours is 1 I 50, 200, 100, and 125 re-

spectively. They are viewed as interesting with degrees

0.4,0.3, 0.6, 0.5. Define your own fuzzy set of accept-

able travel times. Then determine the fuzzy set of inter-

esting travel packages whose cost and travel times are

acceptable and use this set to choose one of your own

packages.

(b) Explain McCulloch-Pitts Neuron model and write dis-

advantage of it.

Q4.

What is the difference betr,veen crisp set and frmry set?

Write the expression for bipolar continuous and bipolar

binary activation functiol1.

What is learning rate? What is its function?

Explain Hebbian learning.

Draw a network for solving Exclusive ORprobleffi,

Write various steps of the back propagation algorithm.

Draw and Explain the multiple perceptron with its learn-

ing algorithm.

Q5.

i

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)
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